
Mood board



What is a mood board and why is it useful?



What is a mood board and why is it useful?

They are useful for 
looking at different
features of a product. 

In this case the 
different features of 
a house.



Task

Collect a selection of house images and paste across 2 slides in
PowerPoint.

The images must:

• Be either contemporary or traditional (maybe a page for each)
• Be annotated with key features of interest highlighted
• Presented nicely on the page (maybe 4/6 per page)



Ideas



What type of drawing is this?

THINK 3D



What type of drawing is this?

THINK 3D



Things to consider

Must be drawn in 2 point perspective
Shaded in black and white or colour
Include notes about key features
Include detailed features of the house:
• Roof tiles
• Cladding
• Brickwork
• Glass



Distinction example

Notes covering key
Features.

Shading

Drawn in 2 point
perspective



Merit example

Shading

Drawn in 2 point
perspective





Labelling

On your concept sketches you will need to add at 
least 3 labels outlining what materials and features
there are on the house.

Below are examples to use for different features:

Windows – Double glazing, triple glazing, tinted, 
skylights

Brickwork – pointed, facing, rendered

Cladding – Pine, spruce, zinc, stainless steel

Roof – Apex (Angled), flat roof (slight angle)

Access – Composite doors, bi fold doors, solid wood

Using the above wording, give the reason why. E.g.

The house would have triple glazing to sound 
insulate the property from the nearby road.

Examples:
The house has rendered brickwork so that the customer can choose a 

colour for their property. It also looks aesthetically pleasing.

The cladding is made from pine which looks good and is a sustainable
material.

The roof is a flat roof which allows for rain water to run off and low 
maintenance.

The property has composite doors for security and to increase thermal 
insulation.



This house has 
large glass walls 
to allow natural 
light to enter 
the house. The 
indoor and 
outdoor fire 
pits create an 
ambient 
atmosphere.

The house has 
long rectangular 
vertical glass 
windows that 
create the 
modern look. The 
balcony allows 
the people who 
live there fresh 
air.

This house is built 
more upwards 
than outwards 
which allows 
space for garden 
room. The top 
floor of the four 
story house will 
occupy great 
views.

This house has a 
large overhang 
that acts as a roof 
for the patio. It 
gives the house a 
unique modern 
look and allows 
the inhabitants to 
enjoy the fresh air 
in most 
conditions.



This house has a  
mixture of both 
modern and 
traditional house. 
This combination 
of features 
(pitched roofs 
and flat roofs 
gives the house a 
unique look.

This house has 
modern sliding 
doors leading 
onto a outdoor 
patio that is 
shaded by a 
overhang. The 
house has a large 
glass wall to 
allow natural 
light.

This house is a hybrid between a modern 
house and an old house. It has pitched 
roofs and large windows taking up most 
of the walls. 



This house as been built to look like its 
surroundings. The wooden cladding 
goes well with the surrounding forest, 
and the warm lights give it a nice 
effect.

This house has 
low roofs and is 
very wide. It is 
almost 
symmetrical 
unlike  all the 
other modern 
houses

This house is made which 
lots of angles to make it look 
modern. The wooden 
cladding helps it to blend in 
to the forest.
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